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Birmingham’s beat scientist Gold Dubs brings you Nocturnal Confusion and The Game, his latest 

release on Papa Gee’s Hazardous Musik imprint. Gold’s music, a mixture of jungle, reggae, garage, 

grime and bass, has been supported by Toddla T, N-Type, Nicky Blackmarket and B-Traits amongst 

others and he has recently worked with such established names as Aswad, Top Cat, Roots Manuva, 

Kissy Sellout, Congo Natty as well as touring internationally with Reggae legends UB40. 

Hazardous, running since 2011, has firmly established itself as a discerning label for good time, well-

produced music. The vibes are clear to see with the label, quality first and always. Gold Dubs fits 

right in, and kicks off 2014 with some pure fire.  

Nocturnal Confusion hits you right between the eyes from the start, with a break attack from the top 

of the deck. Bass blasts fill the speakers straight away, and the track builds up to a drop which is just 

large. Gold Dubs adds in layers of sound, and the track is loud enough to wake the neighbours three 

streets away. Vibes and flavours a-plenty, this is the jungle sound, circa 2014. Big, bad and heavy. 

The Game lays things slightly barer, adopting a more stripped-back approach in the intro. 

Shimmering percussion sits above the repetitive beat, before some riding, old skool-feeling bass 

comes in. Reminiscent of Swoosh’s classic ‘Ya Rockin’’, this one shows another side of Gold Dubs’ 

skill set. This one will smash things up in the clubs, with more than enough bounce and swagger to 

ensure it’s on rotation for months to come. The bass’ll warm you up just as the beats smash their 

way into your brain. Dynamic, devastating and razor sharp, Gold Dubs has excelled himself right 

here. 

If you’re into drum & bass in 2014, you’ll be into Hazardous Musik. Get this one in your life.  

 

 

 


